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DESCRIPTION BAGS
All Bags V28 are made in leather worked in
crust, this process is the «tinto in capo»: it is a
process that uses raw hides, in the natural
stage which are dipped entirely in color by
absorbing the pigments. The already
assembled Bag is dipped into a drum with
variable temperature at 30/50 degrees and is
entirely colored. Then we proceed with the
very intense polishing to make the color
brighter, but without the use of chemical
agents.

It is a process that requires a high
specialization of master craftsmen capable of
making the Bag unique, giving it a decisive and
unconventional character, with nuances of
unique colors.

Another feature of V.V Bag is the handmade
intertwining of material; all bags are in
leather, or mixing different materials, such as
leather and velvet or leather and satin, leather
and python…

Every single V.V bag has little imperfections
that make it exclusive… it is a guarantee of

MADE IN ITALY.

PRICE EX WORKS:

ART. V28 ONLY LEATHER: €130
ART. V28 LEATHER AND VELVET: €130
ART. V28 LEATHER AND SATIN: €130
ART. V28 LEATHER AND PYTHON: €140 -€150
ART. V28 LEATHER AND CROCODILE: €140 -€150
ACCESSORY: + € 20
FOULARD: + € 8

SIZE: Length: 20 cm;
Height: 22 cm;
Depth: 20 cm.

ALL V.V BAGS V28 CAN BE
REALIZE IN ALL COLOR YOU FIND
IN THE COLOR CHART ATTACHED.



DESCRIPTION WALLETS
All Wallets V07 are made in leather worked in
crust, this process is the «tinto in capo»: it is a
process that uses raw hides, in the natural
stage which are dipped entirely in color by
absorbing the pigments. The already
assembled Bag is dipped into a drum with
variable temperature at 30/50 degrees and is
entirely colored. Then we proceed with the
very intense polishing to make the color
brighter, but without the use of chemical
agents.

It is a process that requires a high
specialization of master craftsmen capable of
making the Bag unique, giving it a decisive and
unconventional character, with nuances of
unique colors.

Another feature of V.V Bag is the handmade
intertwining of material; all bags are in
leather, or mixing different materials, such as
leather and velvet or leather and satin, leather
and python…

Every single V.V bag has little imperfections
that make it exclusive… it is a guarantee of

MADE IN ITALY.

PRICE EX WORKS:

ART. V07 ONLY LEATHER: €80

SIZE: Length: 19 cm;
Height: 9 cm;
Depth: 2 cm.

ALL V.V WALLETS V07 CAN BE
REALIZE IN ALL COLOR YOU FIND
IN THE COLOR CHART ATTACHED.



DESCRIPTION BAGS
All Bags V05 are made in leather worked in
crust, this process is the «tinto in capo»: it is a
process that uses raw hides, in the natural
stage which are dipped entirely in color by
absorbing the pigments. The already
assembled Bag is dipped into a drum with
variable temperature at 30/50 degrees and is
entirely colored. Then we proceed with the
very intense polishing to make the color
brighter, but without the use of chemical
agents.

It is a process that requires a high
specialization of master craftsmen capable of
making the Bag unique, giving it a decisive and
unconventional character, with nuances of
unique colors.

Another feature of V.V Bag is the handmade
intertwining of material; all bags are in
leather, or mixing different materials, such as
leather and velvet or leather and satin, leather
and python…

Every single V.V bag has little imperfections
that make it exclusive… it is a guarantee of

MADE IN ITALY.

PRICE EX WORKS:

ART. V05 ONLY LEATHER: €130

SIZE: Length: 22 cm;
Height: 20 cm;
Depth: 10 cm.

ALL V.V BAGS V05 CAN BE
REALIZE IN ALL COLOR YOU FIND
IN THE COLOR CHART ATTACHED.



DESCRIPTION BAGS
All Bags V30 are made in leather worked in
crust, this process is the «tinto in capo»: it is a
process that uses raw hides, in the natural
stage which are dipped entirely in color by
absorbing the pigments. The already
assembled Bag is dipped into a drum with
variable temperature at 30/50 degrees and is
entirely colored. Then we proceed with the
very intense polishing to make the color
brighter, but without the use of chemical
agents.

It is a process that requires a high
specialization of master craftsmen capable of
making the Bag unique, giving it a decisive and
unconventional character, with nuances of
unique colors.

Another feature of V.V Bag is the handmade
intertwining of material; all bags are in
leather, or mixing different materials, such as
leather and velvet or leather and satin, leather
and python…

Every single V.V bag has little imperfections
that make it exclusive… it is a guarantee of

MADE IN ITALY.

PRICE EX WORKS:

ART. V30 ONLY LEATHER: €160
ART. V30 ONLY TOP LEATHER: €200
ART. V30 ONLY VELVET: €172
ART. V30 ONLY TWEED RED: €172
ART. V30 ONLY PAINT: €180
ACCESSORY: + € 20

SIZE: Length: 35 cm;
Height: 39 cm;
Depth: 15 cm.

ALL V.V BAGS V30 CAN BE
REALIZE IN ALL COLOR YOU FIND
IN THE COLOR CHART ATTACHED.
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